Introduction
============

Over one-third of U.S. adults aged 20 years or older are categorized as obese with a body mass index (BMI) ≥ 30 kg/m^2^ [@B1]. Obesity is associated with an increased risk of nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) [@B2]. The spectrum of NAFLD ranges from an increase in intrahepatic triglyceride content (i.e., simple steatosis) to inflammation and fibrosis (i.e., severe steatohepatitis or NASH) [@B3], with predisposition to an increased risk for developing cirrhosis, hepatocellular carcinoma, type 2 diabetes and cardiovascular disease [@B4],[@B5]. Current NAFLD assessment techniques include liver biopsy, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), computed tomography (CT), and abdominal ultrasound (US) [@B6],[@B7]. While liver biopsy remains a gold standard for the diagnosis of NAFLD, bleeding risk and sampling errors limit its clinical practice [@B7]. While MRI is a non-invasive gold standard, patient comfort and high-cost limit its application to a selected population. CT exposes patients to radiation, whereas abdominal US requires high expertise and is limited in its ability to distinguish stages of NAFLD [@B7]. The unmet clinical challenges lie in decreasing the cost and minimizing the operating skills necessary for routine assessment of fatty liver disease for determining patient adherence to dietary interventions and monitoring the outcome of clinical interventions. To address these challenges, we developed a non-invasive and portable electrical impedance tomography (EIT) system for detecting fatty liver in a non-clinical setting.

Biological tissues store charge, and frequency-dependent electrical impedance (Z) develops in response to applied alternating current (AC). When an AC current is applied to a target site, a "complex" electric impedance (*Z*) can be measured as a function of frequency. Z is defined as the summation of a real number (r) and the resistance (Xc) multiplied by the complex number (*i*) (*Z* = *r* + *Xci*) [@B8],[@B9]. At high frequencies, the current passes through the cell membranes acting as imperfect capacitors giving rise to tissue- and fluid-dependent impedance. At low frequencies, the cell membranes impede current flow [@B10]. Fat-free tissue is electrically conductive for its elevated water (\~73%) and electrolyte (ions and proteins) content, whereas fatty tissue is less conductive for its anhydrous property. In corollary, these properties allow the measurement of volumes, shapes, or tissue electrical properties via electrical impedance sensors. We have previously developed electrical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) technology in the form of intravascular flexible sensors to assess low-density lipoprotein (LDL)-rich lesions in the coronary, carotid, and femoral arteries for detecting metabolically unstable plaque [@B8],[@B11]-[@B15]. Other laboratories have also demonstrated EIS-based organ-level tissue characterization via invasive techniques [@B16] or organ excisions [@B17]. Despite providing an overall impedance value of the organ/tissue, these EIS systems have been unable to produce enough impedimetric information for focused organ analysis in a non-invasive manner. Thus, we propose the use of electrical impedance tomography (EIT) for the assessment of liver lipid content [@B15].

EIT is a non-invasive medical imaging technique by which an image of the tissue conductivity or permittivity is inferred from surface electrode measurements [@B10]. The first clinical images obtained using EIT were produced by the Sheffield group for pulmonary function [@B18]. Over the past three decades, EIT has been applied to evaluate lungs, breast tissue, and the brain [@B10]. Respiratory monitoring has been established by transthoracic impedance pneumography [@B19],[@B20]. Similarly, non-invasive cardiac output and stroke volume measurements have been demonstrated by the effects of myocardial motion and blood volume [@B21],[@B22].

EIT systems usually apply small alternating currents at single or multiple frequencies to some or all of the electrodes (**Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**), resulting in potentials being recorded from the other electrodes. This process is subsequently repeated for different electrode configurations to generate a 2-D tomogram by the reconstruction algorithms. The varying free ion content renders muscle and blood more conductive than fat, bone, or lung tissue in response to the applied current [@B23],[@B24]. This conductivity property enables us to reconstruct static images for morphological or absolute EIT. Unlike the vast majority of imaging techniques, EIT requires no ionizing radiation or injectable contrast agents. We thereby designed a novel multi-electrode array system to reconstruct an EIT map for the detection of the lipid distribution in the fatty liver.

We first established the feasibility of EIT for liver imaging via Finite Element Simulation models. Next, we demonstrated multi-scale EIT imaging from an *ex vivo* porcine liver to fatty liver in New Zealand White (NZW) rabbits following a high-fat diet. We further performed a correlation study between EIT imaging and MRI-based Fat Volume Fraction (FVF) maps from high vs. low BMI subjects. Our preliminary studies demonstrated that our EIT mapping system holds promise to provide inexpensive and portable detection of liver fat content for outpatient screening with minimal operator training.

Methods
=======

Theoretical Framework for EIT imaging
-------------------------------------

To obtain an EIT map, we aimed to generate a conductivity image inside the liver by applying a known current, followed by measuring voltage from the surface of the abdomen [@B10]. Despite a plethora of studies in EIT [@B25]-[@B31], both the inverse and forward problems have remained an experimental challenge with the ill-posed inverse boundary value introducing issues of existence, uniqueness, and instability [@B32]. While reasonable assumptions about the conducting body partially addressed this challenge, the issues with instability continued to yield a solution sensitive to noise. To minimize instability, we and others [@B33] established boundary conditions by using *a priori* knowledge of the conducting body, and derived the solution by using a regularized Gauss-Newton (GN) type solver.

Considering an object domain, Ω, the following Laplace equation applies:

∇ ∙ (-σ\*∇V) = 0

where ![](thnov08p1636i001.jpg) represents complex conductivity in Ω, defined as *σ\* = σ + jωɛ* with *j = √-1*. σ is defined as the electrical conductivity, *ɛ* the permittivity, *ω* angular frequency, and *V* voltage in Ω. For the ensuing discussion, *σ* has been used to replace *σ\** as conclusions using σ (the static form of *σ\* σ\** with *ω=0*) can be extended to the complex case [@B34].

EIT is the inverse problem of Equation (1) in determining *σ* distribution in Ω, at the given voltage, *V~s~*, measured from the object domain boundaries ∂Ω. We took into account the difference:
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Where *f (σ)* is implicitly defined as the forward model to obey Equation (1). To implement the GN solver, we solved *σ* to minimize the L-2 norm of the error:
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By taking the first order of Taylor series expansion of the forward problem function, we approximated as follows:
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where *σ~o~* is a reference conductivity value, and *J* is the Jacobian matrix of our inverse problem. The objective function is defined as:
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To minimize φ, we set *∂Φ/∂σ =0* to solve for *σ* from Equation (5):
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Equation (6) is an unconstrained GN form of the inverse problem with the well-recognized instability issues [@B34]. We thus introduced a constraint term to sway the solution towards the preferred solution:
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The coefficient,*λ*, is the regularization parameter to "punish" the large conductivity spikes in the solution space and to balance the trade-off between fitting the error and constraining the solution from the undesired properties. The term, *Γ*, was introduced to select more properties of the sigma. For a smooth solution, *Γ* was considered to be a Laplacian operator to punish the non-smoothness of the solution. For an *a priori* conductivity with similar area, *Γ* was considered to be a "weighted" Laplacian operator to punish the non-smooth regions. This strategy is applicable in medical imaging where EIT is applied to acquire the conductivity information of the organ systems, and the anatomic localization of the organs is available from the *a priori* information obtained from different imaging modalities, such as CT or MRI. Following application of the regulation term to Equation (5), the solution was defined as follows:
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The scheme of absolute imaging was performed by an iterated approach, assuming an arbitrary conductivity,*σ~o~*, for calculating *J*, *Γ* and *f (σ~o~)*. Using Equation (8), we demonstrated a new conductivity value,*σ~1~*. The iteration continued until the difference between *σ~n~* and *σ~n-1~* reached a minimally desired value.

EIT and Diffuse Optical Tomography Reconstruction Software (EIDORS)
-------------------------------------------------------------------

The data from our studies were obtained from an online open source software suite known as EIDORS (version 3.8 [@B35]), used for image reconstruction in electrical impedance tomography and diffuse optical tomography. EIDORS has been under active maintenance to date as a collective effort over the years [@B36]. For EIT simulation, EIDORS allowed us to establish a forward finite element model (with help of Netgen, a mesh generator [@B37]) with arbitrary geometric boundaries and conductivity values that were assigned inside the model in specific constrained volumes. Next, we defined an array of electrodes on the surface of the model with specified coordinates, shape, and area. Voltage values at each electrode were simulated with the current injection boundary condition and with the pre-assigned conductivity value based on Equation (1). These voltage values served as "data" for the subsequent EIT imaging. To introduce white Gaussian noise with certain signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) to the "data", we added normally distributed random numbers set to 10^-SNR/10^ of the average power of the "voltage data". To perform the EIT imaging, we created a new inverse finite element model to avoid the so-called "inverse crime" [@B38] without assigning any specific conductivity value. We numerically implemented this inverse problem algorithm (Equation 8) in the new model to generate a conductivity map based on the simulated "voltage data".

In our imaging application, only the inverse finite element model was required, and the voltage data was directly obtained from the experimental measurements. Distinct geometry of the target object was inputted accordingly in EIDORS for the inverse finite element model. In the present study, the geometric information was obtained from the camera-captured images for the NZW rabbit study or the MR images for the human study. This approach reduced calculation errors in association with the inaccurately presumed geometry of the finite element model as compared to the actual target object, and due to variations in geometry among different objects. In the inverse step to calculate the conductivity map, ![](thnov08p1636i002.jpg) from Equation (8) was calculated as "Laplace prior"[@B39]. The regularization parameter λ was found to be optimal at \~1x10^-4^, resulting in an image in closest resemblance to the actual object. The selection process for λ can be further optimized via selection algorithms [@B40]. In a region where *a priori* shape information was available, we increased λ by 10-fold to heavily punish the non-smoothness of conductivity within that region. Other methods for segmented regularization [@B41],[@B42] would be considered for our future investigations.

Theoretical Simulation of Fatty Liver
-------------------------------------

A 2-dimensional (2-D) finite element model (FEM) was established at the thoracic spine level T11-T12, at which different average tissue conductivities at 250 kHz were assigned in accordance with the reported values (**Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**) [@B43].

The geometry of the EIT output was matched to the perimeter of the cross-section to circumvent the appearance of ghost regions and inaccurate conductance values. The EIT algorithm was tested under four conditions: a healthy liver and three progressively increased fatty contents in the liver. These conditions were simulated by varying the conductivity in response to the increase in fat content, as calibrated by the ratios to a reported healthy liver\'s conductivity of 0.120 S/m [@B43]. The conductivity of fat was defined as 0.04 S/m. A 15% fat weight ratio in the liver was considered to be the upper percentage of fat content in mild or moderate steatosis [@B44]. An 85%/15% weight ratio resulted in a 10% reduction in conductivity to 0.108 S/m as compared to the normal liver conductivity. Therefore, the initial three simulation scenarios were set to 100%, 95%, and 90% of normal liver conductivity, and the final scenario was set to 70% of normal liver conductivity for severe progression of NAFLD (**Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**). To simulate the effects of noise during *in vivo* EIT measurements, we included additive white Gaussian noise with Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of 20 dB to the voltage data (i.e., the averaged power of noise was set to 1% of the averaged power of the simulated voltage value from the forward model). This was similar to the actual SNR characteristics of the Swisstom Pioneer Set (Swisstom AG, Switzerland).

The region of interest was determined in two steps: (1) the initial identification of the minimum conductivity value around an approximated liver region within an abdominal cross-section, and (2) identification of the area that was within 400% of the minimum value to capture the full approximated liver region. All included elements from the area were averaged, and the results were presented as the effective conductivity in the liver region.

Materials and Instruments
-------------------------

Multi-scale physiological studies were performed to assess EIT feasibility for the detection of fatty liver disease. In bench test studies, stainless steel electrodes were utilized for stimulation and measurement. In our animal and human studies, an array of disposable surface electrocardiogram electrodes (Covidien, Ireland) was utilized. Data acquisition was accomplished through the Swisstom EIT Pioneer Set (Swisstom AG, Switzerland). Each electrode was connected to individual data acquisition channels (32 in total) of the Swisstom system via electrical wires, which then interfaced with a computer through an interfacing module. Each channel was capable of delivering different magnitudes and frequencies of current to the target (excitation 2-4 mA, 50-250 kHz), while measuring voltage responses through the same set of electrodes.

Studies have shown that fatty liver can be characterized at frequencies higher than 50 kHz [@B45]. Negligible difference was noted in the imaging results between 50 kHz and 250 kHz throughout our study. The "skipping 4" pattern, in which there are 4 electrodes between each set of stimulation and measuring electrode, was adopted for both current injection and voltage measurement in all studies [@B46].

Bench Validation Studies
------------------------

To assess the feasibility of EIT imaging for determining liver health, we first performed an *ex vivo* study. A porcine liver was placed in an electrically non-conductive round container (15 cm in diameter) filled with normal saline solution with a conductivity of 1.5 S/m to mimic the extracellular fluid content of the body (**Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A**). Thirty-two equidistant holes were circumferentially drilled into the container to allow for the installation of stainless steel electrodes (3 mm in diameter).

The region of interest was determined under two conditions to assess the significance of *a priori* information on the EIT imaging output: (1) ROI selection similar to the method performed in the theoretical simulations, and (2) ROI selection based on the known shape and position of the liver within the saline tank. All included elements from the area were averaged and the results were presented as the effective conductivity of the liver.

EIT imaging of Fat-Fed New Zealand White Rabbits
------------------------------------------------

All animal studies were approved by the UCLA Office of Animal Research. Age-matched New Zealand White (NZW) rabbits were fed a chow diet (n=3) or a high-fat diet (n=3) as previously described [@B15]. Following 8 weeks of high-fat diet, the liver was demarcated by an experienced veterinarian at UCLA Department of Animal and Laboratory Medicine. Thirty-two equally spaced electrodes were circumferentially positioned around a cleanly shaven abdomen to perform liver EIT (**Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). Conductive gel was applied to enhance a low impedance communication between the connecting pads and the animal\'s skin. The contact impedance of all electrodes was maintained below 200 Ω. The experiments on these rabbits were performed post-mortem following the removal of the cardiac organs, resulting in partial migration of the liver toward the center of the abdominal cavity (**Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}E, F**). For EIT computation, an oval-like geometry was assumed to represent the rabbit\'s abdominal boundary condition. The ROI was determined similar to the theoretical simulations with identification of the area within 200% of the minimum value. All included elements from the area were averaged and the results were presented as the effective conductivity in the liver region.

After euthanasia, the rabbit livers were harvested and stored in 4% paraformaldehyde. Prior to histological staining, the tissues were washed and stored in 70% ethanol. The tissues were stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) (**Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}G, H**).

Comparison between EIT and MRI-Based Fat Volume Fraction Maps in Humans
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

The EIT system was further tested in a clinical setting in compliance with the UCLA IRB protocol. The data was validated by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) procedures for fatty liver using the Dixon method [@B47]. 32 electrodes were circumferentially attached to the outer skin of the abdomen equidistance to one another. The proper vertical level of the electrodes was determined by palpating the position of the liver. Capsules containing MRI contrast reagent were then attached onto the abdominal skin at the determined vertical level. The electrodes were placed at the exact vertical level of the capsules, the existence of which in the MRI scan helped select the image of interest from a total scan through the entire abdomen of the subjects. The ROI was determined based on the MRI cross-section image of the liver. Subjects were asked to remain in a supine breath-hold position throughout both MRI and EIT measurements to minimize any possible shift or deformation of organs during movement. The electrodes were connected with wires to the Swisstom system and the same acquisition protocol was used as described in the *ex vivo* rabbit study. The EIT measurements were performed on one subject with low body mass index (BMI\< 25 kg/m²) and one with high BMI (\>25 kg/m²) as illustrated in **Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**.

Liver MR images were subsequently acquired using a 3.0 T MRI scanner (Siemens, Magnetom, Prisma) in the Department of Radiological Sciences at UCLA. Dixon 3D Volumetric Interpolated Breath-Hold Examination (VIBE) MR imaging was performed using a dual-echo in-phase (In) and opposed-phase (Op) with single breath-hold technique (TR = 3.97 ms, TE (Op/In) = 1.29/2.52 ms, FA = 5°, bandwidth = 1040 Hz/pixel, matrix size = 320×260, FOV = 380×308.75 mm, slice thickness = 3 mm, and 72 axial slices). Two separate scans were collected for optimum data quality to avoid possible motion artifacts from a single scan. Scanning time was about 40 s [@B48].

Fat volume fraction (FVF) maps were generated by using the MRI scans. Using the 2-point Dixon 3D VIBE method, in-phase, opposite-phase, fat, and water images were generated [@B49]. The FVF maps were generated by combining the fat and water images of the individual subjects as shown in Equation 9 [@B50]-[@B52]:

A global liver FVF value was quantified by manually segmenting the entire livers in each subject using the opposite-phase (SOP) image with MRIcroN software. The segmented liver masks were used to remove non-liver tissue from the FVF maps and global FVF values were calculated from the individual subjects using MATLAB-based custom software.

Statistical Analysis
--------------------

To test differences in the assigned conductivity values and EIT output in the FEM simulation, we applied a two-sample paired (two-tailed, unequal variance) *t-*test. In the New Zealand White (NZW) rabbit studies, we performed a two-sample unpaired (two-tailed, unequal variance) *t*-test to compare the normal chow-fed rabbits with the high-fat-fed rabbits. A *p*-value \< 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results
=======

Theoretical Simulation of Fatty Liver
-------------------------------------

A Finite Element Model (FEM) was established, in which different average tissue conductivities at 250 kHz were assigned for liver conductivity simulation. Correlation between conductivity maps and EIT readings was performed. No significant difference was observed between the assigned conductivity (**Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}Ai-Di**) and EIT output values (**Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}Aii-Dii**) with *p* = 0.17, indicating reliable EIT computation.

In response to noise (SNR = 20 dB) introduced into the reconstructed EIT image, the liver conductivity was reduced by 3.3%. These findings underscored the importance of acquiring a large cross-section surface area to minimize the noise for EIT liver imaging. Furthermore, the impact of inaccuracies in geometric boundaries and the influence of the initial size of the liver on the imaging results were also simulated and demonstrated in the [supplementary materials](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"} (**Figure [S1](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and Figure [S2](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**).

Bench Validation Studies
------------------------

Results from the porcine liver immersed in saline solution corroborated the theoretical computation for the assessment of liver conductivity by EIT. The porcine liver in the saline tank (**Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A**) was first imaged using a 32-electrode EIT belt without any *a priori* information regarding the geometry (**Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B**). While the resulting conductivity value of 0.141 S/m was representative of the original object, the geometry of the imaged liver did not closely resemble that of the physical liver. In **Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}C**, *a priori* information regarding the boundary of the liver was included in the computation, resulting in an enhanced EIT image. Thus, this study revealed the importance of obtaining approximate liver geometry from imaging modalities, such as MRI or computed tomography (CT), for improving EIT output.

EIT of Fat-Fed New Zealand White Rabbits
----------------------------------------

EIT measurements were performed on six age- and gender-matched NZW rabbits (3 on normal and 3 on high-fat diets). A 32-electrode belt was positioned around the abdomen where the liver was demarcated as described in the Methods. Conductivity values were computed following the EIT measurements (**Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}A, B**), demonstrating a significant difference between the normal and fat-fed groups (*p =* 0.003 vs. normal, n=3) (**Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}C**). As shown in the photographed images of the rabbits following dissection (**Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C, D**), the liver was positioned towards the center of the abdominal cavity following post-mortem dissection as described in the Methods. The altered anatomical location contributed to the shifting liver position in the obtained EIT images.

Histopathological analysis validated histological difference between the healthy and high-fat livers (**Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}**). Fat-fed animals developed an enlarged liver (**Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}D**). Unlike the normal-appearing hepatocytes-polygonal cells with a central vesicular nucleus and abundant pink cytoplasm (**Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}D**), a significant accumulation of fat in the fat-fed livers was evidenced by intrahepatic lipid droplets (**Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}E**).

Comparison between EIT and MRI-Based Fat Volume Fraction Maps
-------------------------------------------------------------

The real-time EIT images (**Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}A, B**) were reconstructed with *a priori* MRI-acquired boundary conditions (**Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}C, D**), including (1) the overall geometric boundary of the abdominal cross-sections, (2) distribution of skin and subcutaneous fat in the periphery of the abdomen, and (3) relative location of the organs within the abdomen. The conductivity value of the skin/fat region was set to be 0.1 S/m for the reconstruction (red region in **Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}A, B**) and the conductivity value within the liver (dotted area in **Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}A, B**) was set to be of a uniform value. The average conductivity of liver was computed to be 0.331 S/m for the subject with low BMI in **Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}A** and 0.286 S/m for high BMI in **Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}B**.

Quantification of fatty infiltrate by MRI-estimated FVF was consistent with the EIT findings (**Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}C, D**). The FVF for the subject with low BMI was computed to be 3.6%, and the FVF for the subject with high BMI was 8.2%. Individuals with more than 5-15% liver fat content are generally considered to have mild to moderate steatosis or fatty liver [@B44].

Discussion
==========

The presented multi-scale studies demonstrated a non-invasive and portable electrical impedance tomography (EIT) system for the detection of hepatic fat content with clinical relevance to monitoring obese individuals at risk for fatty liver disease. We provided the theoretical basis using FEM by demonstrating decremental conductivity in response to incremental liver lipid content. In addition, we performed experimental studies to test our reconstruction algorithm as a fundamental step in applying EIT for assessing liver lipid content. The *ex vivo* study of a porcine liver demonstrated the importance of obtaining *a priori* information to enhance the spatial resolution of the EIT output. The NZW rabbit studies paved the way to distinguishing liver average conductivity in response to normal vs. high-fat diet. The preliminary human correlation further differentiated liver conductivity between low vs. high BMI subjects.

Unlike the FEM simulation (**Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**) and the *ex vivo* porcine study (**Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**), EIT in the fat-fed NZW rabbit studies lacked *a priori* information regarding the boundary geometry of the abdomen as well as the liver location, size, and shape. This information would strengthen the spatial resolution of EIT. Furthermore, the liver position was moved to the central position in the abdominal cavity in our post-mortem rabbits, reflecting a shift in the EIT image (**Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}**). Nevertheless, EIT was able to quantify a significant decrease in liver conductivity in the high-fat-fed NZW rabbits.

The preliminary human BMI correlation provided the basis to apply EIT for quantifying liver lipid content in healthy vs. obese subjects. Simultaneous MRI and EIT measurements demonstrated (1) the improvement in EIT spatial resolution via *a priori* information acquired by MRI, and (2) the correlation between EIT and MRI quantification for FVF values. Thus, this preliminary human study provides the translational implication for further characterizing EIT as a non-invasive and portable marker for assessing liver lipid content.

Optimizing EIT would strengthen the translational implications for detecting fatty liver disease. Achieving the absolute conductivity values with the non-linear inverse problem of EIT remains an experimental impediment to enhancing the imaging resolution [@B53]. Developing a reliable reconstruction algorithm for EIT would require a forward model to capture the detailed information about the target objects (such as the liver) except for the internal conductivity distribution. This forward model requires knowledge of the boundary geometry and electrode positions in the presence of other sources of systematic artifacts in the measured data. In light of the high sensitivity of the inverse problem to modeling errors (e.g., boundary geometry and electrode position errors) [@B53], the reconstructed images would be compromised as compared to the genuine target objects.

Addressing the non-linear inverse problem for EIT would mitigate the imaging errors. In the case of the *ex vivo* swine model, the geometric shape and relative position of the liver were well-demarcated in the presence of homogeneous saline solution. Thus, an accurate conductivity map was readily achieved. In the case of the NZW rabbit model and human studies, EIT was confounded by the lack of precise geometry and position of the liver in the presence of heterogeneous conductivities from other organ systems. In addition, the epidermal and subcutaneous adipose layer introduced electrode-tissue impedance to potentially attenuate the penetration of electrical current into the internal organs. Nevertheless, our preliminary human correlation with MRI provides the basis to overcome these challenges by demonstrating improved resolution compared to our NZW rabbit studies. To translate to clinical applications, we would establish a non-invasive gold standard, such as MRI scanning, for the *a priori* information at an initial time point for subsequent EIT for monitoring. To perform low-cost outpatient screening without an initial scan, we may calibrate the *a priori* information on the basis of age-, gender-, race- and BMI-matched data [@B5].

A host of methods have been implemented to mitigate imaging errors from the EIT inverse problem [@B54]. Improvements in the co-registration of EIT with other imaging modalities, such as MRI, would enhance the EIT imaging outcomes [@B55]-[@B57]. Investigators have also proposed the use of magnetic resonance electrical impedance tomography (MREIT), in which externally injected current induces internal magnetic flux density information to provide geometric information [@B33]. Another method to improve the spatial resolution would be the introduction of ultrasonic vibration of the target tissue in the presence of magnetic field. This methodology would result in inductive currents within the object (i.e., Lorentz Force EIT [@B58]), leading to potentially high spatial resolution without *a priori* information on object geometry and location.

To enhance spatial resolution for the ill-posed inverse problem, investigators have further proposed to optimize the reconstruction algorithm via a paradigm shift from the conventional Gauss-Newton methods for solving EIT [@B59]. For instance, a reconstruction method based on the particle swarm optimization (PSO) has been utilized for fast convergence and high spatial resolution [@B60]. Furthermore, solution candidates for the PSO algorithm obtained through the non-blind search have been demonstrated to further strengthen the imaging quality [@B61]. Moreover, artificial neural network for post-imaging processing has allowed for auto-segmentation of the target organs to effectively address the inverse problem as compared to the conventional algorithms [@B62].

While the EIT images in our studies correctly detected relative liver lipid content, the sensitivity and specificity of EIT measurements require further characterization. In the case of animal studies, EIT would be calibrated to the dose-dependent response to high-fat diet in terms of gross histology, liver weight, and fat content. In the case of future human studies, EIT would be correlated to the MRI-based FVF values in the context of subjects\' clinical information. Our current experimental framework provides the basis to further address sensitivity and specificity. Furthermore, while we were able to reproduce EIT liver conductivity in our multi-scale studies for proof-of-concept, our current data was limited by small numbers of animal models and human subjects. In future work, we plan to power the numbers of animal models and human subjects for confirmation of statistical significance and to include inter- and intrapersonal variability. Specifically, we would power the animal or human numbers to n \> 8 per experimental condition [@B63], and we would perform EIT measurements by \> 2 observers for each experimental condition. These studies would be essential to demonstrate whether our non-invasive EIT approach would enable non-expert operators to perform EIT measurements in an outpatient setting for screening and monitoring.

Overall, we developed the theoretical framework to demonstrate a non-invasive EIT strategy for detecting fatty liver in both animal and human subjects. Despite the absence of *a priori* information on the shape and position of the liver for optimal resolution, EIT holds promises as a low-cost screening marker in the outpatient setting and as a periodic monitoring tool for individuals at high risk for non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD). The integration of a baseline MRI scan with EIT system further optimizes *a priori* information for solving the non-linear inverse problem for the reconstruction algorithm. Thus, our fundamental studies pave the way to enhance the EIT spatial resolution as a potentially wearable device for remote detection of fatty liver.
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![**EIT electrode configuration**. **(A)** A schematic diagram illustrates the circumferential electrode placement around the abdomen for conductivity measurements and the pairwise measurements between each pair of electrodes. **(B)** Schematic of EIT system setup with abdominal belt connected to data acquisition hardware and software.](thnov08p1636g001){#F1}

![***Ex vivo* rabbit study. (A)** A belt embedded with 32 electrodes was placed around the rabbit\'s abdomen. **(B)** The cartoon schematic diagram demonstrates the camera perspective for the images captured in **(C)** and **(D)** to visualize organ arrangement and relative position of the electrode belt along the liver border. The liver from a normal diet-fed NZW rabbit **(C)** was compared with a high-fat fed rabbit **(D)**, highlighting the increase in size and change in color from fat accumulation in the fatty liver **(E-F)**.](thnov08p1636g002){#F2}

![***In Vivo* Studies**. EIT measurements were performed by circumferentially attaching 32 electrodes equidistant to one another along the abdomen on two subjects: low vs. high BMI.](thnov08p1636g003){#F3}

![**Theoretical Simulation**. Results were based on the EIT imaging algorithm in response to decremental conductivity values assigned to the liver; namely, 100%, 95%, 90%, and 80% of the baseline conductivity of 0.12 S/m, with the conductivity representing the variation in the fat content of the liver. **(Ai-Di)** The anatomic localization of the liver relative to other organs along an axial slice. S1: Stomach; S2: Spleen; S3: Spine. **(Aii-Dii)** EIT simulated the corresponding images undergoing decremental conductivity.](thnov08p1636g004){#F4}

![***In vitro* validation. (A)** A porcine liver was placed in a saline tank with 32 equidistant circumferentially positioned electrodes. **(B)** The porcine liver conductivity map was computed without any *a priori* information. **(C)** The liver conductivity map was enhanced by assigning a pre-defined region within the image space to mimic the liver geometry.](thnov08p1636g005){#F5}

![**EIT liver imaging in NZW rabbits.** The upper abdomen of the age-matched male NZW rabbits (n=3 for control and n=3 for high-fat diet) was wrapped around with a belt embedded with 32 equally positioned electrodes. **(A & B)** Comparison between normal and high-fat-fed NZW rabbits showed the distinct EIT output, with higher conductivity in the normal diet-fed rabbits and lower conductivity in the high-fat-fed rabbits. **(C)** Statistical analysis indicated significant differences in the average conductivities between the normal and high-fat diet rabbits (*p* \< 0.03 vs. normal diet, n=3). **(D & E)** Gross histology was assessed using H&E staining of the cross-section of liver at which the electrode belt was positioned to acquire the EIT measurement. The normal diet-fed liver revealed healthy hepatocytes, whereas the high-fat diet-fed liver developed prominent intracellular fat droplets.](thnov08p1636g006){#F6}

![EIT vs. MRI Fat Volume Fraction. Images were collected from the low (top row) and high BMI subjects (bottom row). **(A & B)** are the representative MRI images from the two subjects. **(C & D)** The corresponding EIT images were compared between low and high BMI. **(E & F)** The computed FVF values were also compared with the EIT measures. **(G)** Bar graph demonstrating a decrease in conductivity in the high BMI subject. **(H)** Bar graph demonstrating an increase in FVF value in the high BMI subject.](thnov08p1636g007){#F7}

###### 

Average *ex vivo* tissue conductivities at 250 KHz [@B43].

  Organ         Conductivity (S/m)
  ------------- --------------------
  Liver         0.120
  Spleen        0.132
  Spinal Cord   0.028
  Stomach       0.523
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